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This report contains a consolidation of contest reports from 2016.
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"Season Opener", January 3, 2016
By Doug Blackmore

This event was originally scheduled for January 1 but was postponed to January 3 due
to high winds. The circles were in great shape and normal takeoffs and landings were
made without skis. Nine of us showed up, plus a few family members. It was about 1ºC
so the engines started without too much trouble. By about 11:30 AM it started horizontal
snowing, so we started packing up.
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Canadian Control-Line Endurance Record

2 hours 26 minutes 56 seconds
Established May 21, 2016
By Daniel Blackmore
Photos by Sara Ricketts, Ninjatography.

Doug Blackmore (pilot, left), Daniel Blackmore (flight engineer, right)
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The objective of the endurance event is simply just to
fly for the longest possible period of time. There is no
stress or importance of distance travelled or speed,
so long as the plane remains in the air. Some basic
rules of the endurance event include a 64oz gross
weight limit (includes fuel); the fuel must be in the
wings, fuselage, or pods; there can only be one pilot
flying the plane for the entire flight, however there
can be another entrant who can elect to "start and
regulate the engine"; as well as an engine limit (2stroke: .15 to .36 cubic inches; 4-stroke: .25 to .60
cubic inches).
We had to select an engine. We wanted an engine that could give us an adequate
amount of power to keep a 4 pound plane in the air, while also being fuel efficient. We
bench tested a few engines including a Brodak15 which was too thirsty on fuel, an
OS25 which was too heavy, and finally settled on an OS15 with a throttle mechanism.
One of the main problems we had to work our way through was the difficulty of fuel
pressure between full fuel and almost empty. Before we had even built a plane, we
figured that we would be carrying around 2 pounds of fuel which would mean too rich a
mixture with full fuel, or too lean a mixture when almost empty. One of the ideas we
came up with was to run muffler pressure from the muffler exhaust into a fuel tank. By
holding the fuel tank at various heights during a bench test, we were able to simulate
the centrifugal force that the plane would experience when in flight. We found that with
muffler pressure, there was almost no discernable difference in fuel pressure between a
full tank and a tank that was almost empty.
To figure out what the wingloading in terms of weight and
fuel would be on our scratch
build, we built a Junior
Ringmaster kit with a few
modifications - we added a
servo and pushrod connected
to the engine throttle, as well
as adding a compartment near
the tail for a battery. We also
configured two pods that the
fuel tanks could sit in; one for
a 16oz tank, and one for a 2oz
tank.
We went to the flying circle at Centennial Park to test fly our Junior Ringmaster. The first
couple of flights worked quite well; as we added more fuel, our confidence grew that we
might be able to scratch build a plane that could hold 2 pounds of fuel. However, on the
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third flight, the small stock wheels hit a groove in the rough circle that caused the nose
to tip forward and the prop to strike the pavement, ending our flight and our day at the
circle.
We were never going to make a record attempt with the Junior Ringmaster, but our club
president Chris Brownhill convinced us to.
We knew that for our record attempt, we would have to make some landing gear
improvements in order to take off from the rough circle. We built our own wheels out of
lite-ply, and cut some wood away to decrease the weight as well as added a spreader
bar between the two gear shafts.
With the Junior Ringmaster, we set an initial record of 1 hour 6 minutes and 6 seconds.
For a serious record
attempt, we knew that we
would have to scratch build
a plane specifically
designed for that purpose.
We drew up some plans
and experimented with
different wheel diameters in
order to get the optimal
angle of attack on takeoff.
We also added a small
angle to the tank mounts in
order to ensure that the fuel
would be thrown into the
back of the tank during
flight. The bell crank was
double mounted to ensure
that the plane could survive
a possible forty pound pull
test. We also made
improvements to the lite-ply
wheels that we had used on
the Junior Ringmaster,
including covering the
wheels with Micro-lite to
make the wheels more
aerodynamic.
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Three tanks were
plumbed together,
with three different
designs for the
fuel storage
depending on the
header tank size
(2, 4, or 6 ounces
as we were
unsure what the
finished weight of
the plane would
be). We also
added a check
valve to the
muffler pressure
line to ensure that
the tanks would
not drain.
We decided randomly on black and yellow to cover the plane which reminded me of a
bumble bee, so that was how the plane was decorated. The plane was covered in
Micro-lite rather than dope to save weight.

We test flew the Bumble Bee at Centennial Park and found that the transmitter we were
using to manage the throttle was only controlling the plane at a range of about ten feet.
We couldn't figure out what the problem was at the circle, so we brought the plane
home to determine how to fix it. We tried different combinations of different servos and
batteries but that didn't have any effect. Eventually, we decided to try a completely new
transmitter, and the problem was fixed. The transmitter had been the last thing we
expected would fail, but upon opening up the transmitter, we found that the antenna
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wire had come off the circuit board. We used the new transmitter when we made our
record attempt with the Bumble Bee.

After fueling the plane and a pull test, we were ready to
fly. The takeoff was relatively easy for my dad due to the
gear improvements and freshly
paved circle. The rest of the flight
was just dad flying laps and laps,
straight and level, as I reduced
power via the transmitter and
throttle on the plane. Upon
landing, we opened up the
fuselage and found that all three tanks had been completely
emptied in-flight; there was not a drop of fuel left to spare.
We officially set a record of 2 hours, 26 minutes, 56 seconds, while flying 1339 laps and
covering a total distance of 135 kilometers.

Details
Flight
Endurance
Laps
Distance
Avg Speed
Economy
Takeoff
Gross
Fuel
Empty

2:26:56
1339
135 km
55.5 km/h
4:05 / fl oz
83 ft

Weight
64 oz
33 oz
31 oz

Plane
Wingspan
Wing Chord
Wing Area
Length
Balsa
Spars
Covering
Main Wheels
Bell Crank

43"
8"
298 in2 + fuselage
25.5"
Bud Nosen contestgrade (or lighter)
⅛" x ¼" spruce
Microlite
5-inch dia. Lite Ply
with Microlite
Brodak 2" nylon
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Equipment
Engine
Prop
Fuel
Receiver
Battery
Servo
Transmitter

O.S. 15LA
Master Airscrew 7-6
Omega 25%
Spektrum AR6260
DSM X
LOSI Miscr 4.8V 220
mAh NiMH
HiTEC HS-35HD
Spektrum DX5e
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2016 Toronto and District Championships
June 4 and 5, 2016

The newly paved circle at Centennial Park

Commentary by Chris Brownhill:
First, let me say that contests without the helpers wouldn’t happen! If it wasn’t for
the folks who time, judge, prepare the hotdogs, and do the behind the scenes
work in organizing equipment, contest supplies etc., competitions like this would
never literally get off the ground.
This year the helpers were again out there in force doing the necessary chores,
and making it a fun day for all concerned. Thank you to all the helpers from the
bottom of my heart!
Saturday dawned fair and sunny, with just a light breeze, making for almost
perfect flying conditions for the Profile and Fun Scale events.
Some interesting airplanes appeared: Mike McMahon’s electric ducted fan
powered Avro CF-100 for instance, and Jack Nagao’s Grumman Gulf Hawk; an
old Walt Musciano design from the early 1950’s!
They all flew well in the ideal conditions that prevailed in the morning. Chris
Hubbard put in some nice flights in Fun Scale with his Fairchild Cornell, and
Naomi Macklem made her successful debut in the same event, with her Brodak
P-51 Mustang, taking 3rd place!
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Chris Brownhill with his North American Yale (not a Texan), and Dave Kelly with
his Stuka battled it out for first and second place in the Profile Scale event, with
Dave prevailing to win by just 1.5 points!
Mike McMahon had a dual entry in Profile Scale, flying both his Avro CF-100,
and Dehavilland Mosquito in the event, with the latter model getting him into third
place.
The Sport Race event was a bit sparse on entries this year, so Steve Stefanovic,
and Mike McMahon flew the 140 lap final with no other company. Steve
prevailed with a time of 8:32:28, and won the event.
Meanwhile, on the grass circle, the F2D (FAI), and 80 MPH Combat events were
being flown. Some very good matches were flown with Yaroslav Melkinov
winning F2D, and Walter Dordolo taking first place honours in the 80 MPH event!
The last event of the day was Old Time Stunt.
By this time, the wind was starting to blow a bit seriously, but our intrepid
competitors were up to the task! The flight scores were close, and as usual, Len
Bourel emerged the winner with an excellent score of 315.85 points, while flying
his Fox powered Viking.
Sunday morning early was a real guessing game to be sure! The wind was
above everyone’s comfort zone even in the early going, and it would only get
worse as the morning progressed.
Despite the unpleasant conditions, six entrants decided to fly in Profile Stunt. No
airplanes were lost in the event due to the expert piloting exhibited by all the
competitors. John McFayden put an excellent flight in with his original design
Profile stunt model named “Miss D”, and took first place easily with a score of
536.5 pts.
The MAAC stunt event enjoyed the worse conditions of the morning, with the
wind now gusting up to 22 knots in the peak gusts!
Three contestants still elected to fly, including Guo Renwae (we call him
Stephen!), a student from mainland China who resides in London, Ontario. He
schlepped it in from London by bus and car to make the event, and impressed us
all with his ability to deal with the windy conditions.
Unfortunately, he got badly out of wind in a vertical eight on his first flight in
MAAC stunt, and badly damaged his Top Flite Nobler after a collision with the
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pavement. But, he still won the Junior Champion award for his efforts, and third
place in the event.
Len Bourel impressed us all with a superb flight in MAAC stunt with his ST .51
powered Stilletto stunter, and made the strong breeze look like a mere zephyr as
he maintained total control throughout the attempt.
Len won the event with a score of 538 pts., as he again showed us that he is
indeed the Sultan of Wind!
So, another Toronto & District Control Championships goes to the books,
combining the good, the bad, and the ugly of typical June weather conditions.
Yes, we could have used a few more competitors, and a bit of nice weather on
Sunday. But, in the end we completed the contest with Keith Morgan taking the
Open Grand Champion honours, and the problem of having to deal with the
gigantic perpetual trophy that comes with this peculiar honour!
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A FEW PICTURES

Saturday Weather

Sunday Weather
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Jack Nagao (competitor), Paul Emmerson (judge), Keith Morgan (judge), Daniel Blackmore (tabulator)

The scale family.

Thanks for the cones, Len.

The combat family.
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Jack Nagao, Chris Hubbard

Daniel giving away hot dogs Saturday

Judges: Naomi Macklem, Paul Emmerson

Feasting on hot dogs Sunday

Len Bourel, John McFayden

Junior Champion Guo Renwei and his friend

Daniel Blackmore tabulating scores
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SPEED LIMIT COMBAT
Champion: Walter Dordolo

Speed Limit Combat
Pilot
Place
Walter Dordolo
1st
Maksim Svetlakov
2nd
Vadim Poliak
3rd

Maxsim Svetlakov (2nd), Walter Dordolo (1st), Vadim Poliak (3rd)
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F2D COMBAT
Champion: Yaroslav Melnikov

F2D Combat
Pilot
Place
Yaroslav Melnikov
1st
Walter Dordolo
2nd
Maxsim Svetlakov
3rd

Maxsim Svetlakov (3rd), Walter Dordolo (2nd)
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LA .25 Sport Race
Champions: Pat Mackenzie (pilot) and Steve Stefanovic (pit)

Pat Mackenzie (pilot)

Steve Stefanovic (pit)

LA .25 Sport Race
Team
Pilot
Pit
Evil Empire
Pat Mackenzie
Steve Stefanovic
Team Magnifico
Chris Brownhill
Mike McMahon
Race Starter: Peter Hanson

Final
8:32:28
DNF

2nd Place

Chris Brownhill (pilot)

Mike McMahon (pit)
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Place
1st
2nd

FUN SCALE
Champion: Chris Brownhill

Fun Scale
Pilot
Model
Chris Brownhill
Gladiator
Chris Hubbard
Cornell
Naomi Macklem
P 51 Mustang
Jack Nagao
Gulf Hawk
Judges: Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Chris Hubbard (2nd)

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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Score
106.5
97.5
75
50

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Jack Nagao (4th)

PROFILE SCALE
Champion: Dave Kelly

Profile Scale
Pilot
Model
Dave Kelly
Stuka
C. Brownhill
Yale
Mike McMahon
Mosquito
Mike McMahon
CF 100
Judges: Keith Morgan, Paul Emmerson
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Chris Brownhill (2nd)
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Score
177.5
176
175
158

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Mike McMahon (3rd)

OLD TIME STUNT
Champion: Len Bourel

Old Time Stunt
Pilot
Best Flight Plane
Len Bourel
319.65
Viking
Keith Morgan
300.95
G. Comedian
Chris Brownhill
295.00
Ringmaster
Doug Blackmore
281.80
Viking
Judges: Naomi Macklem, Paul Emmerson
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Keith Morgan (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Chris Brownhill (3rd)
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PROFILE STUNT
Champion: John McFayden

Chris Brownhill (BBMFC President), John McFayden (1st)

Profile Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
John McFayden
536.5
Keith Morgan
489.5
Doug Blackmore
484.5
Guo Renwei
197
Mike McMahon
437.5
Chris Brownhill
422.5
Dave Kelly
376
Judges: Naomi Macklem, Len Bourel
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Keith Morgan (2nd)

Doug Blackmore (3rd)
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2nd Flight
pass
pass
486.5
480
pass
416
pass

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Wind: 25 km/h gusting 40

MAAC STUNT
Champion: Len Bourel

Chris Brownhill (BBMFC President), Len Bourel (1st)

MAAC Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight 2nd Flight
Len Bourel
240
538
Keith Morgan
442.5
pass
Guo Renwei
314.5
Judges: Dave Kelly, Chris Brownhill
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Keith Morgan (2nd)
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Guo Renwei (3rd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

T & D Grand Champion 2016
Grand Champion: Keith Morgan

Photo by Sara Ricketts, Ninjatography
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T & D Junior Champion 2016
Junior Champion: Guo Renwei

Chris Brownhill (BBMFC President), Guo Renwei (Junior Champion)
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Prior Year T & D Grand Champion (2015)
Grand Champion: Len Bourel

Chris Brownhill (BBMFC President), Len Bourel (Grand Champion)
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Prior Year Hanson Cup (2015)
Champion: Steve Stefanovic
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2016 Brodak Fly-In
June 13 to 18, 2016

Junk Yard Wars - You have to make a plane from this pile of garbage.

Commentary by Doug Blackmore:
Daniel and I drove down for the last few days of the fly-in to attend the LA 25 sport race
and Junk Yard Wars. It was also a chance for us to show off our Bumble Bee and tell
people about the new Canadian rules for endurance. A curious thing happened on the
way there: climbing out of Pittsburgh on Interstate highway 79 we started noticing the
"thwack thwack" of insects on the windshield. Things were quite a mess by the time we
reached Carmichaels PA. It was only then we discovered what Cicadas were, and we
discovered them by the millions. Apparently they live underground for years, but 2016
was their year to emerge as adults and mate.
The rules for the LA 25 Sport Race were not exactly
the "Toronto rules", which we discovered after the race
was under way, but Len and I still managed to make
second place. Team Canada did better in Junk Yard
wars, with everyone making vital contributions to the
effort. Of course after Len flew the entire stunt pattern
with our entry, they could not deny us first place!
The Friday buffet was wonderful as usual. Hopefully there will be a 2017 fly-in because
it is always much fun. I think we should hire a Team Canada golf cart this time.
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A FEW PICTURES

Captain Canada (Len Bourel)

Daniel relaxing at the Canadian "pavilion".

Junk Yard Wars - Canadian Entry
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Showing off our Bumble Bee.
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LA 25 Sport Race

Naomi competing in scale, with Len launching
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A nice room at the Park Inn

The Park Inn's indoor pool facility
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Dinner at the Olive Garden: Len Bourel, Naomi Macklem, Daniel Blackmore, Doug Blackmore

Naomi Macklem
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CANADIAN RESULTS
Competitor
Naomi Macklem

Competitor
Len Bourel
Keith Morgan

Control Line Precision Aerobatics - Beginner
Equipment
Score
Twister/40
135
Control Line Precision Aerobatics - Expert
Equipment
Score
Outrageous/90
543.67
Enigma/65
539.17

Place
7th

Place
12th-13th tie
16th

Profile Precision Aerobatics - Beginner
Equipment
Ringmaster/25

Score
33.5

Place
12th

Profile Precision Aerobatics - Expert
Equipment
Cardinal/46
Enigma/60

Score
540
516

Place
3rd
12th

Competitor
Naomi Macklem

Nostalgia 30 - Beginner
Equipment
Twister/40

Score
89

Place
3rd

Competitor
Len Bourel
Keith Morgan

Nostalgia 30 - Expert
Equipment
Stilletto/51
Stilletto/60

Score
495.5
476.5

Place
3rd
5th

Competitor
Len Bourel
Keith Morgan

Old Time Stunt - Expert
Equipment
Ringmaster
Galloping Comedian/35

Score
316
289

Place
8th
12th

Competitor
Paul Smith

Profile Scale
Equipment
Bearcat/40

Score
173.5

Place
1st

Competitor
Paul Smith

Sport Scale
Equipment
PB-2A/40

Score
154.25

Place
2nd

Competitor
Naomi Macklem

Competitor
Len Bourel
Keith Morgan
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Competitor
Paul Smith
Naomi Macklem

Fun Scale
Equipment
Thunderbird/25
Mustang/61

Score
76
74

Place
6th
7th

Competitor
Paul Smith

1/2 A Scale
Equipment
Skyrocket/49

Score
94

Place
6th

Competitor
Paul Smith

Carrier I & II
Equipment
Skyraider/25

Score
197.67

Place
5th

Competitor
Paul Smith

Carrier Profile
Equipment
MO-1/36

Score
219.49

Place
6th

Competitor
Paul Smith

Carrier .15
Equipment
Pathfinder

Score
149.7

Place
8th

Score
439
116.5

Place
6th
14th

Score
15:21.88
20:03.63

Place
1st
6th

Score
14:08.00
7:45.96

Place
2nd
5th

Score
101
74

Place
5th
6th

Score
260
205

Place
2nd
3rd

Ringmaster, Firecat, Super Firecat
Competitor
Len Bourel
Allen Diamond
Foxberg Racing
Competitor
Marc Warwashana - Len Bourel
Ken Towers - Len Bourel
Foxberg Racing - Expert
Competitor
Bryce Gibson - Paul Smith
Charlie Johnson - Paul Smith
Clown Racing
Competitor
Naomi Macklem - Len Bourel
Ken Towers - Bryce Gibson
Clown Racing - Expert
Competitor
Charlie Johnson - Paul Smith
Len Bourel - Marc Warwashana
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Speed Limit Combat
Competitor
Naomi Macklem

Score
1648

Place
7th-8th tie

Perky Speed
Competitor
Paul Smith
Ken Towers

Score
97.64
70.89

Place
6th
8th

Score
74.21
70.88
53.89

Place
2nd
3rd
6th

Score
69.86
67.38
62.53

Place
5th
6th
7th

Competitor
Len Bourel - Doug Blackmore
Charlie Johnson - Paul Smith

Score
56.8
53.1

Place
2nd
3rd

Junk Yard Wars
Competitor
Team Canada: Doug Blackmore, Daniel Blackmore,
Len Bourel, Allen Diamond, Naomi Macklem, Keith Morgan

Score
640

Place
1st

Clown Speed
Competitor
Naomi Macklem
Paul Smith
Ken Towers
Fox 35 Speed
Competitor
Paul Smith
Ken Towers
Naomi Macklem
100 Mile LA 25 Sport Race

Most Events Entered Award
Competitor
Paul Smith
Pilots Choice Award
Competitor
Len Bourel
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2016 Limited Stunt and Scale Contest
July 23, 2016
Commentary by Allan Diamond:
I was schedule to work the night of our event. At the last minute on Friday, I
asked my wife and daughter if they wanted to take a trip to Niagara Falls to
watch me compete on Saturday. My wife's response was "if you want us to
come, we will be there to support you". I mentioned not only do you get to watch
me compete, you get to see what a control line event is all about.
At home prior to the event, I did some checks to my Ringmaster like balancing
the fuel tank location. I found the plane was tail heavy, so I added the muffler and
a spinner. This put the balance point to where it should be. Luckily I made these
few additions and adjustments, otherwise it may have been a handful to do the
manoeuvers I did.
On the day of the competition, we arrived at the flying field and I was unsure how
I was going to do. I had a practice flight and found my handle was out of
adjustment from neutral. It took a couple of flights to get the adjustment closer to
where I liked it; thanks to Doug and Len for lending me their tools to get my
handle set up.
It was a great feeling my family came with me as this was reassurance and
support. I knew in my mind I can try and do the manoeuvers that needed to be
completed. On the other hand I was very surprised I achieved 2nd place for my
first event with Balsa Beavers. With practice I am hoping to become better at
stunting and my manoeuvers to be smoother. Hopefully I will be able to attend
more events.
A big thank you to Keith and Len for advising me where I should be doing my
manoeuvers. This helped me a lot when I did my 3 loops and wing overs. Thanks
also to Len for calling out my required manoeuvers.
It was a fantastic day for everyone involved.
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A FEW PICTURES FROM ALLEN DIAMOND

Clifton Hill, Niagara Falls, Ontario.
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Guinness World Records Museum, Clifton Hill, Niagara Falls, Ontario.

John McFayden (left) awards Allan Diamond (right) 2nd place in Limited Stunt.
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Crowland Park, Niagara Falls, Ontario.
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A FEW PICTURES FROM JOHN McFAYDEN

Paul Emmerson launching for Allan Diamond.

Allan Diamond takes off.
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Mike McMahon's CF-100.

Mosquito
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Doug Blackmore launches for Naomi Macklem while Len Bourel calls for her.

Stuka
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Yale (left) and Gladiator (right)
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FUN SCALE
Champion: Chris Brownhill

Fun Scale
Pilot
Model
C. Brownhill
Gladiator
N. Macklem
P-51 Mustang
M. McMahon
Mosquito
J. Nagao
Tracker
Judges: Keith Morgan, John McFayden

Naomi Macklem (2nd)

Score
105.5
95
94
DNF

Mike McMahon (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Jack Nagao
(consolation prize)

PROFILE SCALE
Champion: Mike McMahon

Profile Scale
Pilot
Model
M. McMahon
CF - 100
D. Kelly
Stuka
N. Macklem
P-51 Mustang
C. Brownhill
Yale
M. McMahon
Mosquito
Judges: Keith Morgan, John McFayden

Dave Kelly (2nd)

Score
172
167.5
149.5
129.5
157.5

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

LIMITED STUNT
Champion: Paul Emmerson

Limited Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
2nd Flight
P. Emmerson
47
55
A. Diamond
42.5
46.5
N. Macklem
33.5
44.5
J. Nagao
42.5
44
Judges: Dave Kelly, Chris Brownhill

Allan Diamond (2nd)

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd
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2016 Southern Ontario Control Line
Championships
August 6-7, 2016
Commentary by Doug Blackmore:
John has the event commentary below. I just want to say a big thank you to Brad
and Nancy for hosting the Bar-B-Ques throughout the weekend. We had
Saturday lunch and dinner, and Sunday post-event Bar-B-Ques. No one was left
hungry. There were sausages, hot dogs, hamburgers, corn on the cob, and
Naomi brought some chicken. Let's not forget the chocolate cake!
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Commentary by John McFayden:
The main memory of this edition of the SOCC is Heat, humidity and twisty winds.
It was HOT!
Saturday featured Old Time Stunt, Sport Racing and Speed Limit Combat. A
cloudless sky, extreme heat and humidity and a light but variable wind blowing
directly into a brilliant sun. Did I mention how hot it was?
Old Time Stunt was flown in the morning to take advantage of the "calm" breeze.
The wind direction was from over the trees which made what wind there was all
chopped and twisty. Len Bourel and Peter Hanson set up shop under a couple
of umbrellas to do the judging duties.
7 competitors anteed up the
necessary entry fee and took to
the air. Models included a
Galloping Comedian, three
Ringmasters, a Chief, a Viking
and a Jamison Special.
Despite the heat, humidity and
blazing sun some exciting
patterns were flown. Of note
was Brad LaPointe flying his first ever Old Time pattern. We all seem to struggle
to remember this Old Time pattern. For example I did only two of the required
three overhead eights. I remember struggling in the sun and thinking about
avoiding flying through the sun and left the pattern early.
Final results were John Paris with his Jamison Special in first, Keith Morgan with
his Galloping Comedian in second and myself coaxing my Ringmaster into third
place.
Next up was LA .25 Sport Race. There were only 4 entries and four 70 lap heats
were run to determine the three finalists.
With the extreme temperature and humidity there was some question as to how
hot restarts would go but there were no real issues. Many one or two flip pits
were observed. All of the engines were running at the same pitch and all the
models were flying at approximately the same speed which made for some
excellent racing.
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The results of the heats saw the
elimination of Chris Brownhill’s
model. Doug Blackmore snapped
up Chris to pilot his plane in the
140 lap final. The hotly contested
final featured all 3 models finishing
within 35 seconds of each other.
Paul Smith pitting his model piloted
by Keith Morgan stopped the
watches first, while Len Bourel pitting his plane piloted by Al Feil streaked
through in second and Doug Blackmore pitting his entry with Chris Brownhill at
the handle grabbed third.
On the combat circle in Speed Limit a small entry did not reduce the fun the
combatants had. Special guest appearance by Dave Lovgren was noted. Brad
LaPointe was running back and forth
between the combat circle and the Sport
Race and Old Time. At the end of the
day the results ended up with Ed Bryzs
taking top spot, Yaroslav Melnikov
cutting his way to second place and
Dave Lovgren landing in third.
The final event for Saturday was Balloon Bust. By now the
competitors were really feeling the heat. It was really
cooking and the sun was draining everybody’s energy.
Naomi Macklem spent a good portion of the day pumping
up a trailer full of balloons and taping them to the 36 inch
balsa sticks. Len Bourel had prepared the bases for the
barrier and the target balloons and set them up on the
circle.
I played the role of balloon jockey replacing the balloons
broken or knocked from the base. Little did I realize how
much work this would be. In the heat it was really a sweat
generating task.
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Six entrants then took turns terrorizing the balloons. Chris Brownhill went first
and got one balloon in 59 seconds but then got the barrier balloon. Len Bourel
was next and slaughtered 5 balloons in a scant 2 minutes and 44 seconds. Doug
Blackmore then fueled up and took aim. Doug managed one kill at 62 seconds.
Next up was Paul Smith who chose to use a throttled model to try some low
speed passes and he used that strategy to get 5 kills but his time was slower
than Len’s at 3 minutes and 43
seconds. John Paris was up next and
John used a combat model and tried
high speed attacking. John managed
to bust 3 balloons in the allotted 5
minutes. Last up was Naomi Macklem.
Naomi was all around the balloon and
despite hitting the balloon a couple of
times and the ground once did not
manage to bust a balloon.
Sunday was perhaps a little cooler than Saturday but was still very warm and
humid. The wind was up a little as well and as with Saturday coming from the
north over the trees and onto the circle. This chopped and twisted the wind up
making it difficult to know exactly where and how it would affect the planes.
Profile Stunt was flown first with Peter
Hanson and Len Bourel again
volunteering to sit in the relentless sun
and judge. Naomi Macklem did the
tabulating. The flight order for the seven
entries was drawn and Keith Morgan
was first up. Despite the wind which
constantly shifted direction and
sometimes was nowhere to be found
there were no crashes. By the end of
the event John Paris had impressed the
judges enough with his Tower .40
powered Oriental to take first place,
while I managed to land in second place
with my LA .46 powered Miss D, and
Doug Blackmore with his LA .46
motivated Pathfinder grabbed third.
Doug was shocked and then excited to
climb on the Profile Stunt podium.
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Following a short break M.A.A.C. Stunt was flown. For this event Dave Kelly and
Chris Brownhill took to the judging chairs and Naomi again did the tabulating. By
now the wind had really picked up and was still coming through the trees and
more or less into the sun. The field featured 5 entries. Peter Hanson drew the
dreaded first flight. Midway through his flight a really treacherous thermal crossed
through the circle and Peter had to do some serious dancing around the pilot
circle to keep the big Shark out of the dirt. Undaunted Peter put the model
through all the tricks and landed
safely. Next up was John Paris
flying a Stalker .51 powered SV11. Like Peter, John had to do
the Indian rope trick a couple of
times as the thermals blew his model in unplanned directions. Throughout the
entire first round each remaining pilot likewise struggled to keep their plane from
being blown out of maneuvers. Fortunately there were no crashes but there was
a lot of dancing, running and hollering as the planes were put through the
pattern. For the second round the wind seem to relent just a little. This time Peter
did not have a thermal and he flew a very steady pattern that turned out to garner
first place in M.A.A.C. Stunt. Len Bourel had the good fortune to fly his second
round flight during a period of relatively calm air. Len piloted the ST .51 powered
Stiletto through an excellent pattern and landed in second place. John Paris and
the SV-11 flew into third place.
Over at the combat circle F2D was flown. Again the field was not large but the
competition was full on. The sound of two screaming engines was often
shattered by deafening silence following a
thunderous crash of two models. I would point out
that it was every bit as hot and humid in the
combat area and nobody gave ground. As the last
streamer floated to the ground Yaroslav Melnikov
was champion with Maxsim Svetlakov battled into
second place and Ed Bryzs took his second
combat plaque of the weekend in third place.
On behalf of all the competitors a BIG Thank You
to Brad and Nancy for hosting the SOCC. Great food, great flying and lots of fun.
Thank you to all those that judged, tabulated, ran score sheets, organized events
and to Chris Brownhill for arranging the plaques.
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A FEW MORE PICTURES

"Miss D"

"Trick or Treat"

Len's Stiletto
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F2D Excitement
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Some of us arrived on Friday. It was too windy to fly, so out came the kite.
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Magnificent Shade
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Saturday Balloon Bust

Profile Stunt

Keith's consolation prize
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SPEED LIMIT COMBAT
Champion: Ed Bryzs

Speed Limit Combat
Pilot
Place
Ed Bryzs
1st
Yaroslav Melnikov
2nd
Dave Lovgren
3rd

Yaroslav Melnikov (2nd)

Dave Lovgren (3rd)
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F2D COMBAT
Champion: Yaroslav Melnikov

F2D Combat
Pilot
Yaroslav Melnikov
Maxsim Svetlakov
Ed Bryzs

Maxsim Svetlakov (2nd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Ed Bryzs (3rd)
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LA .25 Sport Race
Champions: Paul Smith (pit) and Keith Morgan (pilot)

Paul Smith (top, pit), Keith Morgan (bottom, pilot)
Team
Nuisance
Team Prez
Aviator's Music
Sharks

LA .25 Sport Race - Qualifying Heats
Pilot / Pit
Heat 1
Bourel / Blackmore
4:55:48
Brownhill / LaPointe
5:19:36
Bourel / Blackmore
4:30:37
Morgan / Smith
4:44:31

Heat 2
4:33:06
4:36:04
4:36:23
4:33:53

LA .25 Sport Race - Final
Team
Pilot
Pit
Final
Place
Sharks
Keith Morgan
Paul Smith
9:59:81
1st
Nuisance
Alan Feil
Len Bourel
10:27:41
2nd
Aviator's Music
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill
10:35:7
3rd
Race Starter: John McFayden
Timers: Naomi Macklem, Chris Brownhill, Keith Morgan, Peter Hanson, John Paris

2nd: Len Bourel (l), Alan Feil (r)
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3rd: Doug Blackmore,
Chris Brownhill (absent)

OLD TIME STUNT
Champion: John Paris

Brad LaPointe (left) presenting 1st place to John Paris (right).

Old Time Stunt
Pilot
Flight 1
John Paris
330
Keith Morgan
311.75
John McFayden
304.75
Chris Brownhill
282.75
Paul Smith
78
Brad LaPointe
283
Doug Blackmore
261.75
Judges: Len Bourel, Peter Hanson

Keith Morgan (2nd)

Flight 2
334.25
314.75
313.25
309.25
298.5
286.75
286

John McFayden (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

PROFILE STUNT
Champion: John Paris

Profile Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
John Paris
560.5
John McFayden
544.5
Doug Blackmore
544.5
Keith Morgan
509
Dave Kelly
491
Brad LaPointe
426.5
Chris Brownhill
447.5
Judges: Len Bourel, Peter Hanson

John McFayden (2nd)

2nd Flight
569.5
555.5
522.5
531.5
508.5
504.5
358.5

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Doug Blackmore (3rd)
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MAAC STUNT
Champion: Peter Hanson

Peter Hanson (left, 1st) presented by John McFayden (right)

MAAC Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight 2nd Flight
Peter Hanson
521.5
576
Len Bourel
540
559
John Paris
526.5
551.5
Keith Morgan
415
498.5
John McFayden
489.5
pass
Judges: Chris Brownhill, Dave Kelly

Len Bourel (2nd)

John Paris (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

BALLOON BUST
Champion: Len Bourel

Balloon Bust
Pilot
Balloons
Time
Place
Len Bourel
5
2:44
1st
Paul Smith
5
3:43
2nd
John Paris
3
4:31
3rd
Chris Brownhill
1
0.59
Doug Blackmore
1
1:02
Naomi Macklem
0
Balloon Jockey: John McFayden; Timer: Len Bourel; Inflater: Naomi Macklem

Paul Smith (2nd)

John Paris (3rd)
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2016 Summer Stunt
August 20, 2016

Dave Kelly, Contest Director

Commentary by John McFayden:
The Max Brigade Summer Stunt was held in
Crowland Park Niagara Falls on Saturday
August 20th. The weather was extremely
warm and humid and the wind was clipping
along at a steady 15 km/hr with frequent
gusts into the mid 20's. Naturally the sun
was downwind with the only saving feature
being large dark cumulous clouds that
blocked the blinding rays much of the time.
Unfortunately turnout was disappointingly poor with only 4 entries in Profile Stunt
and but 3 in MAAC Stunt.
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The flying order was drawn with myself leading
off followed in order by Dave Kelly, Doug
Blackmore and finally Chris Brownhill. Len
Bourel and Geoff Higgs volunteered for judging
duties and Naomi Macklem set up shop in the
shade handled tabulating the scores.
Len Bourel (l), Geoff Higgs (r)

With the wind blowing and the sun blazing I
kicked off the event with a setting one click too
lean on the LA.46. The lean setting and wind
made for a speedy set of maneuvers that were
a little uncomfortable for me and Miss D. Next
up Dave with his Bandit fought the sun and
wind and impressed the judges right up to the
four leaf clover where a gust of wind played
havoc with the plane. Doug fired up the LA .46
on his Pathfinder and made a very smooth
takeoff into the breeze. Things went well
through the flight with some crisp maneuvers
and good wind management. Then came the
landing(s). Unfortunately the Pathfinder touched
Naomi Macklem
down a little hard and bounced back into the air
and then bounced a couple more times before rolling to a stop. Chris then fueled
up the Enya .09 in his little Skywriter. The Cardinal still being in at the dealer for
some body work. The little Enya gave all it had but the winds had their way and
took the model to places Chris had not intended. With the rubber side down Chris
ended the first round.
For my second flight opened up the needle one click and took off just at the
moment that a lovely large cloud covered over the sun. So with a nice engine
setting and no blazing sun I managed a much smoother and more controlled
flight that judges marked nearly 21 points
better than my first flight. Dave then burned
in his second flight with better shapes and
avoided any thermal activity and finished
his flight with a most impressive high speed
no bounce tail up grease landing that both
judges awarded 40 points for and received
applause from spectators and competitors
alike. Doug then lifted off and was flying
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really well until a gust of wind caught the Pathfinder in the vertical eight and Doug
had to save the plane without a second eight. After a couple of laps to let the
wind calm a little Doug finished the pattern. That left Chris to put in his final flight
but Chris decided to tweak the needle after telling everyone he wouldn’t and the
little Skywriter was running too fat to challenge the winds. So Chris called an
attempt and ran out the tank. A quick fuel up and Chris put his second flight in.
The winds had only increased and the little Skywriter was battered around and
like Doug the vertical eight became an adventure. Chris was able to finish his
pattern and bring the contest to an end.

Next up was MAAC Stunt with Konstantin, Len and myself the only entries.
Konstantin had an uneventful practice flight on the Yatsenko but Len experienced
a flame out of the ST .51 on the third lap. Len had experienced the same issue
the day previous while flying his Cardinal in Burlington. That identified the
problem as a fuel issue and not plugs, fuel lines, fuel filter, leaking tank etc. I
offered Len some fuel that was working well for me. After emptying the tank in
the Stiletto and filling with the new fuel Len fired the Tigre and put the plane
through the entire flight without so much as a burp. Problem solved.
The flight order was drawn with
Konstantin leading off, followed by Len
and myself third. By now the wind had
managed only to increase in intensity
but was at least always in the same
direction. Konstantin burned in a nice
flight but was low on a few bottoms
and had a bouncy landing. Len fired
up the ST .51 and took on the wind. A
nice smooth flight but again the vertical eights were impacted by the winds. Len
finished his flight with a nice smooth landing and it was my turn. The wind was
just a little more gusty than Miss D is comfortable with and I really struggled with
the vertical eight and the hourglass. But I was able to catch the wind just right
and smoke in a beautiful bounce free tail up landing that like Dave had done
earlier received a 40 from both judges. So ended round one.
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Round two saw Konstantin load up the Yatsenko with a fresh box of electrons
and put in a flight that was much smoother and with more consistent bottoms. A
smooth bounce free landing netted Konstantin a flight score of nearly 30 points
more than round one. Next up Len set the Tigre .51 to a nice healthy growl and
took off. The wind seemed to calm down a little and Len took full advantage of
that and burned in another smooth flight that ended in a greased landing. I
elected to pass as the wind picked up again and so ended Summer Stunt 2016.

Thanks to Ron Peters for cutting the grass, to Naomi for doing the tabulating, to
Chris and Doug for taking some photos and to Dave Kelly for being the CD.
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PROFILE STUNT
Champion: John McFayden

Pilot
John McFayden
Dave Kelly
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill

Profile Stunt
1st Flight
531
516.5
519
459

2nd Flight
550.5
524.5
508
461

Judges: Len Bourel, Geoff Higgs
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem

Dave Kelly (2nd)

Doug Blackmore (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

MAAC STUNT
Champion: Konstantin Bajaikine

MAAC Stunt
Pilot
1st Flight
Konstantin Bajaikine
564.5
Len Bourel
545
John McFayden
489

2nd Flight
593.5
554.5
pass

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Judges: Geoff Higgs, Chris Brownhill
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem

Len Bourel (2nd)

John McFayden (3rd)
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Flying Follies Fun Fly
September 3 to 5, 2016

Commentary by Doug Blackmore:
What a great time we have at the Bean Field as Brad and Nancy graciously host
another Labour Day weekend Flying Follies Fun Fly. There is always lots to do and lots
to eat, but without the pressure of contest-level performance. I was able to put some
more hours on a new OS 15LA for the Endurance event, and established the need for
an in-flight adjustable lead out guide.
Len and I tested the new Master Airscrew scimitar style propellers and found they
provided no particular advantage. We held another Balloon Bust competition in which I
placed quite well, once the barrier balloon was removed!
A varied selection of people showed up this year. We celebrated Kevin's birthday with a
nice cake. The usual "breakfast at Burn's" was held to the satisfaction of all who
participated.
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2016 Balsa Beavers Anniversary Event
September 24, 2016
Commentary by John McFayden:

Len Bourel in a cool and clear sky.

Following a summer of relentless heat and humidity the morning of the 59th Anniversary
Event dawned cool with a clear sky and gentle wind.
The first event of the day was Limited Stunt. Three intrepid pilots
elected to subject their models to the will of the stunt gods.
Flight order was drawn with Chris Hubbard to fly the ice breaker,
Naomi Macklem to go up second and Jack Nagao to complete
the round.
Chris fired up his newly retrimmed Ringmaster and made a
graceful takeoff. Chris worked his way through the required
maneuvers smoothly and without scaring himself or the judges.
For his optional maneuver Chris opted for 3 additional loops
which he completed successfully and landed his model to great
applause.
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Naomi took her purple Twister to the
circle and prepped for her flight. Len
took up position as caller and into the
air leapt the ill-fated Twister. The
level flight, climb and dive and
wingover went well but the loops
were a struggle with a flat spot on the
top of each. Naomi had elected to repeat the 3 loops as
her option. Unfortunately on the first loop the Twister
elected to go its own way and cut across the top of the
circle and screamed down into the pavement destroying the model and the engine. But
the model will be rebuilt and be back for next year.
Jack fired up his model and took off with a
very lean run. The motor soon slowed
down and stopped for an attempt.
Undaunted Jack took his model right back
to his previous launch point and fired it up
and turned it back a click or two. A smooth
take-off and it was apparent Jack had a
good setting for this flight. All went well
through the required elements and
anticipation was growing for the optional
maneuver Jack had selected, outside loop!
Jack took the model high to the downwind
side and with application of full down
elevator the little model completed a
beautiful outside loop to the immediate applause to all those watching. Jack followed
that up with a nice landing and then headed for the pits.
Round two started when Chris fired up the white and black Ringmaster. Another long
beautiful take-off was completed and the level flight, climb and dive and wingover went
well. Into the loop lifted the model but like Naomi’s Twister the Ringmaster headed
across the top of the circle and down into a full powered one point impact.
That left Jack to put in a second flight. Jack elected to switch his option to a vertical
eight. Unfortunately Jack again had a lean run and the engine died at which point Jack
headed to the pits and called it a day.
The results were Chris Hubbard – Champion, Jack Nagao second and Naomi third.
Next up was Old Time Stunt featuring a total of five entries. The order was drawn and
Doug Blackmore and his Trick or Treat Viking were up first. Doug piloted the Viking
through the pattern purposefully but had some struggles with the overhead eights and
then with a landing that was bumpy.
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Paul Emmerson then placed his electric
Super Clown on the circle for his first
attempt at Old Time Stunt. Len Bourel
provided Paul some final tips on
placement of each trick and with that
Keith Morgan flipped the switch and
released the model. Paul had a struggle
with the inside loops getting tighter each
loop and he had to bail out with only four
completed. Likewise with the vertical
eights where only two were completed. But upon landing Paul had made it through with
first competitive Old Time pattern in one piece.
Keith Morgan then took to the air with his Galloping Comedian. Keith had things going
well up to the vertical eights where the engine faltered and quit forcing Keith to land and
go to the pits to check things out.
Len Bourel was next and got the Fox .35 to rumbling. The Viking leapt into the air and
Len put in a good solid flight. The wind had picked up some from earlier in the day and
the Viking was really whipping through the outside loops.
Final contestant for round one was Chris Brownhill with his Ringmaster. A nice smooth
take-off and Chris was in the air. The flight went well with only the vertical eights
causing Chris some issues. The wind and sun placement were causing Chris to get out
of alignment. Following a very smooth landing the first round was complete.
Round two pretty much followed the
same as round one with perhaps one
notable exception. Paul, with his
experience gained in Round one was
able to open up the round loops so
that he could get all 5 completed.
Keith again suffered an engine
flameout but he again was able to
land safely. In the end Len Bourel
was on the Champions podium, Doug
Blackmore landed in second place
and Chris Brownhill rolled up his lines
in third.
The 500 Lap Sport Race mustered only 4 entries. The first heat featured the team of
Steve Stafanovic and pilot Ron Peters competing with Len Bourel and pilot Chris
Brownhill. Following an extended delay while Steve had to unblock a plugged fuel line
both planes got off the mark. Steve was getting quick restarts had his plane running
fast. No mishaps in heat one and Steve and Ron had set the time to beat.
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Heat two featured pilot owner Vadim Poliak and his pitman Walter Dordolo up with pilot
owner Chris Brownhill and pitman Keith Morgan. Again there was an extensive delay as
Walter could not get the engine to run. Once that seemed to be resolved the race was
started. Again Walter could not get the engine to start and keep going. Chris and Keith
put the Buster through 10 pits relatively trouble free but ended up 5 laps short and had
to make one additional pit. After 188 laps of frustration Vadim and Walter withdrew from
the heat.

No one could best Steve’s time from heat one to win the 500 Lap Race, Len Bourel /
Chris Brownhill second and Chris Brownhill / Keith Morgan third.
Down in the combat area Brad LaPointe got the 4 F2D
entries organized for a triple elimination marathon. With
support from Nancy, Janek and Peter the carnage began.
Some exciting matches punctuated by several
spectacular mid-air collisions entertained the spectators.
In particular when a mid-air left one model bent to a gull
wing configuration which managed to stay airborne for
several tenuous laps before eating some dirt.
The eventual Champion for the day was Yaroslav
Melnikov who with the victory also secured the Can-Am
series for 2016. Second place was earned by Maxsim
Svetlakov and Walter Dordolo took third place honours.
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Thanks to all those that set up the field, helped judge, counted laps, participated,
cleaned up the field and to Doug Blackmore for boiling up some fine tube steaks.
Together we were able to donate $275.55 to the WKNC from our entry fees and hot-dog
revenues.
See you all again 2017.
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A FEW MORE PICTURES

John McFayden (left) and Chris Browhnill judging Limited Stunt.

Walter Dordolo pitting Vadim Poliak's entry in the 500 lap sport race.
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FAI F2D COMBAT
Champion: Yaroslav Melnikov

Yaroslav Melnikov (left), Brad LaPointe (right)

FAI F2D Combat
Pilot
Yaroslav Melnikov
Maxsim Svetlakov
Walter Dordolo
Vadim Poliak

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

CD : Brad LaPointe
Timers: Nancy LaPointe, Janek Zalewski, Peter Hanson

Maxsim Svetlakov(2nd)

Walter Dordolo(3rd)
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LIMITED STUNT
Champion: Chris Hubbard

Pilot
Chris Hubbard
Jack Nagao
Naomi Macklem

Limited Stunt
Model
Ringmaster
Super Clown
Twister

Score
50.25
47.75
39.00

Judges: Chris Brownhill, John McFayden
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Jack Nagao (2nd)

Naomi Macklem (3rd)
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Place
1st
2nd
3rd

OLD TIME STUNT
Champion: Len Bourel

Pilot
Len Bourel
Doug Blackmore
Chris Brownhill
Paul Emmerson
Keith Morgan

Old Time Stunt
Model
Viking
Viking
Ringmaster
Super Clown
Galloping C

Score
300.15
272.55
264.5
238.5
183.85

Judges: Naomi Macklem, John McFayden
Tabulator: Daniel Blackmore

Doug Blackmore (2nd)
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Chris Brownhill (3rd)

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

500 LAP SPORT RACE
Champions: Ron Peters, Steve Stefanovic

Ron Peters

Steve Stefanovic

Pilot
Ron Peters
Chris Brownhill
Chris Brownhill
Vadim Poliak

500 Lap Sport Race
Pit
Time
Steve Stefanovic
31:32:83
Len Bourel
37:57:00
Keith Morgan
39:07:39
Walter Dordolo
188 laps

Place
1st
2nd
3rd

Lap Counter/Timers: Daniel Blackmore, Jack Nagao, Chris Hubbard, Naomi Macklem
Race Starter: John McFayden
2nd Place:

Chris Browhnill,
John McFayden

3rd Place:

Len Bourel

Chris Browhnill,
Keith Morgan
John McFayden
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2016 Ringmaster Fly-A-Thon
October 1-2, 2016
Commentary by John McFayden:
The weather leading up to the Fly-A-Thon had been extremely windy and very wet. The
forecast for Ringmaster weekend was to be more of the same, very windy, cool and
very wet.
Saturday at Bayview Park in Burlington at 9 am was indeed very wet with a steady
drizzle. Fog blotted out a view of the Hamilton Mountain but the wind was very light.
Out of 3 vehicles and into the drizzle climbed 4 intrepid Ringmaster enthusiasts.
Undaunted by the weather were Naomi Macklem, Len Bourel, Doug Blackmore and
Johnny Ringmaster.
Claiming Home Field honours Johnny Ringmaster kicked off the day’s activities with his
familiar Red and Cream S-1. The rain continued to fall lightly for perhaps the first couple
of hours while Naomi, Len, Doug and Johnny R put up a variety of Ringmasters through
the Scottish Mist.
About noon Coby McFayden showed up with some piping hot chili and fresh bread to
refuel the pilots. About this time the drizzle let up and while the sun did not make an
appearance at all on Saturday the wind remained light. Much better than the previous
year’s 54 km/hr gale.
After lunch the Ringmasters took to the air again. No crashes occurred throughout the
day and a total of 76 flights were recorded.
Sunday again was forecast to be a rainy day with some dry periods. Magically the rain
and drizzle that was falling in the early morning dried up just after 8 am as Keith Morgan
was putting up the first flight of the day. The entire park parking lot filled up quickly with
cars laden with cross country bicycles as there was a day of racing in the park next to
the ski hill and trails.
A total of 12 pilots turned out on Sunday to fly. In addition to the usual gaggle of S-1s
there was Keith’s Ringmaster Bipe, Jack Nagao’s Flying Man and a sleek new
Ringmaster Twin and Len Bourel unleashed a Beginners Ringmaster. Special guest
appearances were made by Randy Curts, Bill Bowmer and John Easton.
President Chris Brownhill put his prewar paint scheme S-1 through 7 flights and Stu
Henderson managed to rent a couple of rides. Paul Emmerson brought his electric S-1
and silently posted 3 flights.
Naomi Macklem throughout the day kept track of all the flights but she herself got to the
handle for two flights.
So, a terrible weather forecast for the weekend turned out to be mostly inaccurate and
much calm air and dry time was enjoyed. With short filled tanks the Balsa Beavers were
able to post a grand total of 154 flights.
Here are some pics from the weekend's event...
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Bayview Park - Saturday October 1, 2016
Pilot
Flights Comments
John McFayden
26
Red & cream S-1
Len Bourel
25
Green S-1, Orange S-2
Naomi Macklem
10
Blue Junior Ringmaster, Blue Baby Ringmaster
Doug Blackmore
15
Yellow S-1

Pilot
John McFayden
Len Bourel
Naomi Macklem
Doug Blackmore
Keith Morgan
Chris Brownhill
Randy Curts
Bill Bowmer
John Easton
Jack Nagao
Stu Henderson
Paul Emmerson
Total:

Centennial Park - Sunday October 2, 2016
Flights Comments
16
Red & cream S-1
12
Green S-1, Beginner Ringmaster
2
Blue Junior Ringmaster, Blue Baby Ringmaster
9
Yellow S-1
13
Purple S-1, Red & White Ringmaster Bipe
7
Yellow & Blue S-1
2
Black & White S-1
1
Green S-1
1
10
Twin Ringmaster, Flying Man S-1
2
3
Blue & White Electric S-1
154
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Balsa Beavers Brunch
December 28, 2016
We had a very good turnout for this holiday festivity. Good company, good
conversation, and good food.
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